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ABSTRACT
This work is a theoretical study of the photoelectron spectroscopy of strongly corre­
lated electron systems. Using exact diagonaJization techniques, one-particle excita­
tion spectra of an extended Hubbard model are calculated. Three im portant issues 
are investigated systematically. The first is the effects of nonlocal interactions on 
the spectral redistribution; the second is the coverage dependence of the spectra 
under various conditions; and the third is the influence of tem perature on the spec­
tra l evolution. The calculated results and their implications for a wide variety of 
materials systems are discussed in a many-body picture to gain physical insights.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historically, experim ental discoveries in the past two decades, began w ith  Kondo 
effect^’ ,^ superfluid heavy f e r m i o n s fractional quantum  H a ll effect®, and
recently the “unusual” high tem perature superconductors®'^'^^, have since raisen 
greater and greater interest in strongly correlated electron m aterials. For these 
materials. Coulomb interactions among the electrons play a m ajor or even dominant 
role in determining the electronic properties. For heavy ferm ion systems, especially 
the d- and f-band metals, the filling of those m ultiply-dégénérâte high levels compete 
quite closely w ith  an outer s-orbital. In  the crystal lattice , this outer s-orbital 
overlaps the most w ith adjacent atoms and forms the widest bands, while the d- 
and f-bands are each narrower in tu rn , and are mostly due to hybridization with  
the s-band. The electron-electron correlation increases as two electrons in the same 
orbital spend much tim e close together. The many-body interactions thus become 
quite strong, resulting in m any new subtle effects. The itinerant electrons (those 
are easy to hop from atom  to atom ) of the d-band transition m etal series may
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
interact to form paramagnetic (norm al), ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic 
structures®’®’ ®^. The latter case, as occurs in chromium, is perceived a« being the 
result of band structure and Ferm i surface effects, which, results in a spin-density- 
wave instability, w ith the separating of part of the Fermi surface and a lowering of 
the overall energy. As for the other metals, there is an intra-site exchange inter­
action favoring the parallel alignment of spins competing w ith  the assignment of 
energies according to the band dispersion. The first effect is to  favor ferromagnetic 
order, the second paramagnetic. I t  is in iron, nickel and cobalt where ferromag­
netism wins out. Place nickel w ith  oxygen in nickel oxide, however, and the resulting 
structure is antiferromagnetic. T h e  intermediate-valence systems^^, such as cerium, 
represent a competition between two f-orbital configurations, all others inaccessible 
due to the large Coulomb repulsion in these localized orbitals. The f-electrons par­
ticipate only indirectly, through hybridization, in the conduction process. In  the 
heavy-fermion materials^’®, such as UBeia, this f-electron transport is somewhat 
less difficult, the large band masses resulting in a large electrical resistance and 
heat capacity, and the residual antiferromagnetic interactions yield susceptibilities 
far larger than ordinary metals. In  the field of high-Tc superconductors*^^, the fo­
cus has been on copper-oxide m aterials, though they are poor conductors at room
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
temperatures. In  general, the high-Tc materials are tetragonal, and all of them  
have one or more CuOg planes in their structure which are separated by layers of 
other atoms (B a ,0 ,L a ,...) . I t  is strongly believed that superconductivity is related 
w ith  processes occuring in the CuOg planes, w ith the other layers simply providing 
the carriers. In  the study of the cuprates’ behavior, considerable experiemental 
work is being carried out at tem peratures above Tc , since it is beheved that the 
unusual normal state properties of these materials may contain the key features to 
understand their superconductivity. Those unexpected properties o f the cupartes, 
such as the linear behavior of the d.c. resistivity w ith  tem perature, a H all coeffe- 
cient which is tem perature dependent, the presence of short coherence length, and 
the energy dependence of the N M R  relaxation rate, indicate th a t the normal state 
cannot be well described by a Fermi liquid. On the other hand, however, for most 
many-body systems, there is neither any possibility nor any point of developing 
a complete, a-priori, all-electron theory. Instead, we are interested in parama- 
trized, model theories which describe the observed behavior correctly in principle. 
Among the various theoretical models, it is generally believed th a t one and three 
band Hubbard models*®"*^ as well as the t-J model*^ *® represent the gross fea­
tures of the elctron behavior of these materials. In  the case of high tem perature
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
superconductors, all the model Ham iltonians are restricted to electrons moving on 
the CuOg planes because the behavior of electrons on these planes determines the 
m ajor properties of the materials. T h e  three band model, already w ith  some sim­
plifying assumptions, still has too m any parameters, and is somewhat compHcated. 
I t  would be desirable to reduce it to an even simpler model. Though still contro­
versial, Zhang and Rice*^ reduced the three band model to the so-called t-J  model 
by showing that the spin singlet state has the lowest energy, and assumed that it is 
possible to work in this singlet subspace w ithout changing the “physics” . Another 
model, the one band Hubbard model*® has also been extensively studied due to its 
sim plicity and its ability to capture the basic physics. However, since it tries to 
m im ic the presence of the charge transfer gap by means o f the Coulomb repulsion, 
it represents only two of the three original dominant bands of the band structure 
of the actual materials*®. In  the strong coupling lim it, it can be shown that the 
Hubbard model reduces to the t-J  model*®.
T h e  study of models o f strongly correlated electrons is a difficult problem. There 
are no well-controlled analytical techniques to analyze them . Mean-field and varia­
tional approximations are self-consistent, but it  is difficult to judge i f  they actually 
describe properties o f the ground state of the system or of the excited state. These
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
difficulties have led numerous groups to study these models using computational 
techniques. M any numerical methods have been extensively developed in recent 
years in dealing w ith such electronic models, of which the Q uantum  Monte Carlo 
method (QM C)*® and the exact diagonaJization of small systems®*"®® are the most 
frequently used. For interacting fermions applications of Q M C  is however mainly  
restricted to a certain class of models which allow the decoupling o f the interaction  
term , the prominent example being the Hubbard model. Though it has provided 
considerable insight into the properties of the Hubbard model, especially in the 
half-filled band, the so called “negative sign” problem at non-half-ffiled band pre­
vents it from providing reliable inform ation about the properties of the Hubbard  
model. I t  has been shown that “sign” converges exponentially to zero as the tem ­
perature decreases. This effect imposes severe constraints on the tem perature that 
can be reached using Q M C  technique in simulations of the Hubbard model away 
from half-filling. In  contrast,the exact diagonaJization of small systems does not 
have any restrictions on the model and does not suffer numerical difficulties due to 
the “negative sign” . F irst, the Ham iltonian m atrix  is reduced to a block-form by 
exploiting the symmetries inherent in the Ham iltonian. The most obvious symme­
try  is the number of particles in the problem which is usually conserved at least for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
fermionic systems. Total spin and its z  component also are good quantum  num­
bers. Furtherm ore, space-group decomposition reduces the H am iltonian m atrix  
even more dramatically. Then, by using standard library subroutines, the block- 
form Ham iltonian m atrix  is diagonalized exactly. I t  is not surprising that it can 
provide accurate information about the many-body effects in the system since there 
is no approximation applied to the Ham iltonian. However, its lim ita tion  is also ob­
vious. Due to extremely rapid growth of the number of many-body states with the 
system size and particle number, current computer memory lim ita tion  restricts its 
apphcation to very small systems only. Despite of this finite-size effects, the exact 
diagonaJization approach does provide a rigorous and complementary method to 
study the many-body problems that m ay be extrapolated to macroscopic crystals. 
I t  is particularly useful in interpreting and predicting qualitative behavior produced 
by strong interactions.
The key to understanding the underlying physics is to determ ine the electronic 
structure of the systems. The most direct general technique for determining the 
single-particle spectral weight are photoemission spectroscopy (PES)®'*®® and in­
verse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES)®®. In  a typical photoemission spectroscopy 
experiment, photons of a known energy are directed to a sample o f the m aterial be­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ing analyzed. An electron w ith in itia l energy E{ in the sample is ejected out w ith  a 
kinetic energy Ef. These electrons are collected, and their energy analyzed. Using 
energy conservation, the in itia l energy is given by E i= E f  + 0  -h i/, where hi/ is the 
photon energy, and <j> the work function of the m aterial. For the inverse photoe­
mission spectroscopy, electrons are added to the system and photons are em itted. 
I t  produces final states w ith  one extra  electron. ( Another sim ilar technique is 
the x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)®"*’®^ . In  this m ethod, an electron in an 
occupied core-level (like the oxygen Is level) is excited by the x -ray  to an em pty  
state above the Fermi level, and thus here the unoccupied state o f the  system can 
be analyzed ). In  the simplest non-interacting approximation, the photoemission 
spectrum provides the occupied density o f states, while the inverse photoemission 
spectrum tests the unoccupied density of states of the system. However, in many 
electronic materials, the electron-electron interactions complicate the situation and 
m any-body correlation effects have to be considered, and therefore care must be 
taken in the analysis of the data. In  this work, photoemission and inverse photoe­
mission spectra are calculated in the sudden (one-step) approxim ation and checked 
against the sum rules. In  practice, since many spectroscopic processes are fast and 
intrinsically short-ranged, the sudden (one-step) approximation and smaU-cluster
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
approach can provide rather accurate description of many interacting systems, al­
though careful modeling and insightful in terpretation of the calculated results are 
always required.
In  C hapter I I ,  we introduce the model H am iltonian and the method of calcula­
tion. T h e  Ham iltonian is defined in the Hubbard formalism. Besides the first and 
second nearest-neighbor hopping terms, we also consider the intersite interaction  
between the nearest-neighbor sites which is the dominant off-site term . T h e  on-site 
Coulomb interaction is assumed to be the same on all sites in the ordinary Hubbard  
model and assigned differently in the charge-transfer model. The m ethod used in 
this work is the small-cluster approach. A  cluster of a small number of lattice  sites 
w ith  periodic boundary conditions (P B C ’s) is used to model an infinite system. 
I t  is equivalent to sampling a few high-sym m etry points in the BriUouin zone. In  
solving this cluster Hubbard model, group theory is used to factorize the H am ilto ­
nian of the concerned system into block-diagonal form by exploiting the symmetries 
inherent in the Ham iltonian. First, the m any-body states are sorted according to 
the to ta l number of electrons in the cluster to ensure that there will be no m ix­
ing between states w ith  a different num ber of electrons. Then, spin operators are 
applied to sort out states with definite spin indices. W ith  a fixed number of elec-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
trous and definite spin index, the space-group symmetries are further exploited and 
the original Hamiltonian m atrix  is decomposed into much smaller Jordan blocks. 
The solutions obtained by diagonalizing these blocks are exact solutions of the full 
Ham iltonian for the cluster. W ith  all the eigenstates and eigenvalues through the 
exact diagonalization of the H am iltonian m atrix, we can calculate any correlation 
function of interest in the context of the small-cluster approach.
In  Chapter I I I ,  the focus is on the effects of the nonlocal interaction on the 
photoelectron spectral distribution. The single-particle and many-body aspects are 
treated on an equal footing. T h e  hopping and interaction parameters are adjusted 
to simulate various Hubbard and charge-transfer systems. In  contrast to normal 
expectations, the intersite interaction is found to suppress the spectral features 
driven by the on-site interaction, leading to a narrowing in the overall spectral 
distribution. I t  also produces qualitatively new behavior in the spin polarization of 
the spectra and in the doping dependence of the low-energy spectral weight. The 
degree of sensitivity of the spectra to the single-particle and interaction parameters 
is systematically investigated. General impUcations of the calculated results for 
strongly correlated system are discussed.
In  Chapter IV , the coverage dependence of the photoelectron spectra in  a generic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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two-sublattice overlayer model constructed in the Hubbard formalism is examined. 
Using numerical exact diagonalization techniques, photoemission and inverse pho­
toemission spectra are calculated. T h e  single-particle hopping integrals in the over­
layer and between the substrate and the overlayer are adjusted to scale w ith  the 
coverage. On-site and intersite interactions are introduced and varied to simulate 
various correlated electron systems. The calculated spectra show different degrees 
of sensitivity to  the change in the overlayer coverage. Systematic spectral evolution 
has been observed and presented in  a many-body picture. General implications of 
the calculated results for realistic overlayer systems also are discussed.
In  Chapter V , the tem perature dependence of the photoelectron spectra has 
been studied. The basic numerical techniques used in this study are same as those 
in the previous two chapters except that the low-lying excited states are included 
in the calculations of the therm al average of the spectral functions at finite tem­
peratures. In  the hmit of strong on-site interaction, the general features of spectral 
evolution of PES with increasing tem perature are different from that of IP E S . As 
the tem perature increases, an overall spectral broadening towards the high-energy 
scale is observed for PES; For IP E S , the overall spectral distribution remains almost 
same, however, the spectral weight has been significantly transferred towards both
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
the lower- and higher-energy scale. Near the Fermi energy, the spin polarization  
first decreases and then increases to regain the original strength w ith increasing 
tem perature for PES while it decreases constantly for IP E S . A  general discussion 
of the results is provided.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CH APTER II 
THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN A N D  
METHOD OF CALCULATION: 
AN OVERVIEW
II.1 The Hubbeird M odel
On general grounds, the Ham iltonian of an assembly of N electrons on a given 
lattice can be w ritten as
B  =  +  (2.1)
where sums run from 1 to N , and r,- labels the position of the i-th  elecrtron, h is 
the “one-particle” part of the H am iltonian (i.e ., it contains the orb ita l and kinetic 
energy plus all the interactions w ith  external potentials like the lattice  potential 
and such) while i/ represents the electron-electron two-body interaction.
I f  we choose an orthonormal basis of single-particle states {<l>j}, by introduc­
ing creation and annihilation operators cj^ and Cjv for electrons in state 4>j with 
spin <7(cr = |  or | ) ,  the Ham iltonian H  can be rewritten in the second quantized 
formalism as:
14
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H  =  E .V  etctcia -  E ÿV  U jc tc ja  +  I  Hijkl E(T(T'(ÜkI^ 0 clcj,'Q,r'Ck^r (2.2) 
where:
tij =  t{ I i i  -  R j )  =  -  /  ir<?i^(r)/i(r)(^ j(r) =  t*- (2 .3)
{ij\iy\kl) =  f  drdT'<^^(r)<^j(r')u(r -  r')<?i»fe(r')0z(r) (2.4)
e,- is the orbital energy and R,- the position vector for site i. Both h and u have 
been assumed to be spin-independent (th e  appropriate generahzations, to include, 
e.g., spin-dependence, are easily done). Energies w ill be normalized in  such a way 
th a t tii =  t(0 ) =  0. The following approximations wiU be made, which are however 
believed to retain the essential physics of strongly correlated electrons:
i) The orbital energy e,- is assumed to be site independent for the same kind of 
(equivalent) lattice sites. I t  w ill become site dependent in disordered systems.
ii) I t  win be assumed that tij =  t (R i  —R j )  decays fairly rapidly w ith  the distance, 
so th a t only m atrix  elements between first- and second-nearest-neighbor sites need 
to be retained. For layered systems, both interlayer and intralayer hopping are 
considered although the former is believed to be substantially smaller than the 
la tte r in some cases. W e will then approxim ate tij as:
ti j  ^
t for n.n. (ij)
s for n.n.n. {i j )  (2.5)
0 otherwise
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iii) The electron-electron Coulomb interaction is assumed to be effectively screened 
when electrons are farther than ajacent sites apart. The dominant contributions to 
the Coulomb interactions wül come from: i = j= k = l  and j= l= i - f l= k - | - l ;  i.e ., when 
two electrons are on the same site (U )  and in neighboring sites (K ) . we w ill then 
approximate { i j \u\kl )  as
{ij\u\kl)  ~
U  i f  i = j= k = l
K  i f j = l = i - f l = k + l  (2 .6)
0 otherwise
W ith  the above approximation, the so-called Hubbard Hamiltonian^ can be w rit­
ten as:
H  =  Hband +  S u  +  H k  (2 .7)
where
H h a n d  —  I Z i c r  t  "S ( 2 - 8 )
S u  =  u  (2 .9)
S k  =  ci-Ctvctf'CjV' (2.10)
here the sum (ij)  and {ij) are over IN N  and 2N N  hopping.
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II.2 The Small Cluster Approach
The small cluster approach proceeds from  the promise that working w ith a crys­
ta l of M -atom s, w ith  periodic boundary conditions imposed, is exactly equivalent 
to solving a bulk crystal, sampled at M  points of the BriUouin zone. I f  this m ini­
crystal preserves the fu ll symmetry of the lattice environment, then the sampled 
points will be points o f high symmetry.
In  the context o f the many-body problem, the advantage is quite clear. In  order 
to treat electron-electron interactions nonperturbatively, one must take into account 
each electronic configuration exphcitly, a problem whose scope grows exponentially 
with the number o f sites and electrons. Since the numerical solution of such a 
problem is in general very laborious and com putationally expensive, exact results 
easily obtained w ith  relatively small clusters w ith  periodic boundary conditions are 
an appealing alternative for studying such a complex system.
The advantage o f this sampling technique is fuUy realized when examing physical 
features that depend on the high-symmetry points of the crystal, as is often the case 
for electron band edges. Also, the small cluster approach can model short-range 
interactions quite effectively.
One of the most notable application of this method was done by Falicov and
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Victora^ in 1984 w ith the solution of a four-atom  tetrahedral cluster model. Deal­
ing with this work they fully utilized group theory to factorize the Ham iltonian  
m atrix into smaller Jordan blocks corresponding to the different irreducible repre­
sentations o f the underlying space group. Since then a whole series of works have 
been published^.
II.3 Symm etry Analysis
I t  is well known that the dimension of the Ham iltonian m atrix  grows exponen­
tially w ith  the size of the cluster (e.g., an M -site cluster w ith  one o rb ita l per site has 
dimension 4 ^  x  4 ^  ). Direct diagnohzation of such matrices is usually very difficult 
even on a supercomputer. Therefore we have to simplify the system according to 
the symmetries inherent in the H am iltonian and factorize the H am ilton ian  m atrix  
into many much smaller blocks.
Being faced by the task of efficiently simphfying the H am iltonian m atrix  so that 
it may be solved, it is clearly advantageous first to seek out any simplifications 
which can be made rigorously on the basis of symmetry. To assist us in the search 
for the fuU symmetry-based simplification of the Ham iltonian m a trix , we draw upon 
the resources of group theory.
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I f  an space operator R  leaves the H am ilton ian  invariant, i.e., R  commutes w ith  
H, there w ill be no m atrix  elements o f H  between eigenstates of R  corresponding 
to different eigenvalues for the operator R^.
The significance of this result is th a t, in  searching for eigenfunctions that di- 
agonalize the Ham iltonian, the search can be made separately w ithin the classes 
of functions having different eigenvalues o f a commuting sym m etry operator since 
no off diagonal m atrix  elements of H am ilton ian  w ill connect functions of different 
symmetry.
I f  there are several m utually commuting sym m etry operators, aU of which com­
mute w ith  H am iltonian, we can then choose basis functions which are simultaneous 
eigenfunctions of all these symmetry operators. I t  then follows that there are no 
m atrix  elements o f Ham iltonian between states which differ in their classification 
according to any of the symmetry operators. Thus we may restrict our search 
for eigenfunctions of Ham iltonian to functions having a definite sym m etry under 
a complete set of m utually commuting sym m etry operators. In  the following, we 
discuss several such symmetry operators to be used in the calculations.
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A. Num ber Operator
The total-num ber operator N  =  Uia- commutes w ith the Ham iltonian ajid is 
a conserved quantity. The many-body states may be labeled by the to tal num ber 
of electrons N  =  N  + N  I-
B. Space Group Symmetry
Each crystal environment presents a set o f sym m etry operations which leaves 
it invariant. These operations include identity  elements, operational inverses, ex­
hibit associativity, in other words, have aU the properties of a group. The  spatial 
symmetry is labeled by the irreducible representation of the space group that trans­
forms according to the many-body state. In  our case of the Hubbard model, the  
space group th a t is symmorphic contains operations which involve both point and 
translational operations. The point operations consist of the various rotations and  
reflections the crystal admits about a given basis point. This space group is sym­
morphic because it consists only of point operations taken about a basis point.
To construct the character table, we can use several rules'*;
(1) The number of irreducible representations equals the number of classes of 
group elements.
(2) The  dimensionalities /,• of the irreducible representations are determ ined by
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the fact that J2i =  k.  W here h is the order o f the group. Since we always have 
the one-dimensional representation (referred to as to ta lly  symmetrical, identical) 
in which each group element is represented by units, we can always fiU in the first 
row by =  1 , where is the k-th element of the group.
(3) The rows of the table must be orthogonal and normalized to h, w ith weighting
factor iVfe, the number of elements in ^k- T h a t is
=  (2.11)
(4) The columns of the table must be orthogonal vectors normalized to T h a t
is
(2.12)
(5)Elements w ith in  the ith  row are related by
E ,  (2.13)
where cjki are the constants defined by the expression governing class m ultip li­
cation.
Now, we can select basis functions for different irreducible representations. Let 
a basis function belonging to the kth row of the j t h  irreducible representation be 
denoted by Then  by definition the result o f operation w ith any element of the 
group on can be expressed as a linear combination of and its partners as
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follows,
a y l ' '  =  e L .  (2 .14)
where Ij is the dimensionality of the representation. Now, if we m ultip ly  through  
by sum over R , and use the great orthogonality theorem'*
we obtain
E f l  =  ^SijSkk'^ÿ  (2 .15)
From this equation we conclude that application of the operator
p li’ =  i fE j i r W (a ) „ i> „  (2,16)
to a basis function has the property of yielding zero unless the function being 
operated on belongs to k th  row of Moreover, we see that, i f  this condition is 
satisfied then the result of the operation is This gives us a prescription for
generating all the partners of any given basis function. Also, if  we set X =  k, we 
obtain p^ kk^ P^ k^  ~  i.e., is an eigenfunction of p^^ w ith  eigenvalue unity. This
property serves to identify uniquely the labels of any basis function. Also, since 
is a linear operator, any linear combination of functions belonging to the kth  row 
of (but coming from different choices of basis functions) such as - I -
wiU also belong to that row and representation.
Assuming that function belongs to the k th  row of the j th  irreducible rep­
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resentation, and F  is an arb itrary  function in the space. By acting a projection  
operator (Defined in E q .(3 .6 )) on the function F , we can project out
À ’k F  =  (2 .17)
which after norm alization is a suitable basis function then use of the transfer 
operators p ^  yields all its partners, since p^ xk'Pk — 'P\-
However, for m ulti-dim ension representations, there is a httle  difference®: 
let V  be an operator which is left invariant by aU the operations of group G and 
let represent the quantum mechanical m atrix  element of V  w ith  respect
to the two functions, f  and g, w ith  the indicated sym m etry indices, then
( “ ) =  0  i f  j  f  or fi fi'
(b) i f  j  =  j '  and =  pf the result is independent of pt.
Thus there is no m atrix  element of V  between functions of different sym m etry  
indices. Since aU functions in jth  representation are degenerate, we can use only the  
first element of every character m atrix  when projection is apphed. This theorem  
and the fact that functions of different sym m etry are orthogonal provide the entire  
incentive to use sym m etrized functions in the projections. They assure us of a good 
measure of diagonalization at the very outset.
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C. Spin Symmetry
The electronic states can be further characterized by their spin symmetries'*. 
Since the total spin, the to tal z-component o f spin, and the total spin raising and 
lowering operators all commute with the Ham iltonian, the many-body states may 
be labeled by the to ta l spin S and the to ta l z component of spin m ,, w ith every 
state in a given spin m ultip let degenerate in energy.
Since all the models we consider are of bases of singly degenerate spherically 
symmetric orbitals, i.e., s-orbital like, the angular momentum of the m any-body  
functions are pure spin, w ith  no orbital angular momentum coming into play. The  
total z component o f spin =  |(7V f  —N  J.) formed from the difference of these 
number operators, satisfies
S z i’A =  (2 .18)
the raising and lowering operators 5+  =  and 5_ =  (5+ )^  satisfy:
S ± 7 p {m l,m l, . . .)  =  -  rn\{m[ ±  l ) ] 2 ^ (m j ±  l,m ^  ±  1 ,...)  (2 .19)
the only nonzero value of [ |  — Tn\{m\ ±  1)] is 1. This occurs when m* =  
Those which are form ally generated but are inconsistent with the Pauli principle 
because of double occupancy of a spin-orbital function will vanish because o f the 
antisymmetry of the determinants.
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For to tal spin operator S^:
3 N
S^i;{m l,Tn],.. .)  =  ( —  +  2  Tn;Tn^)^(m*,Tn^,...)
•Vi
+  S [ 7  + 1 )]" [7  -  1 )1"
•¥i ^ ^
x-0 (Tn‘ +  1 , ...,77i^ — 1 , . . . )  ( 2 .2 0 )
we can simplify the first term  by noting that 
2 m [m i =  m \ Ei^ % K  = Ei m*,(Ms -  m* )
=  M |  -  E . « ) '  =  f  ( 2 .2 1 )
thus the first coefficient is M |  +  y .  Since the only nonzero value for the square 
roots is unity, the second term  also can be simplified.
I f  any spatial orbital is occupied by two electrons w ith  paired spins, it appears 
in the second term w ith spins reversed, which produces just a sign change because 
o f the antisymmetry. This term  cancels the contributions in the first term  of all 
paired spins. This leaves us w ith  the result
5V a = (M| + + E (2.22)
where are all the determinants which differ from -tpA by a single interchange 
of spin orientations between distinct spatial orbitals.
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CH APTER III
THE EFFECTS OF NONLOCAL 
INTERACTIONS
H I.l. Introduction
Photoelectron spectroscopy provides a direct measurement of the ferm ion ex­
citations in electron systems*. The energy and angle (m om entum ) resolutions of 
photoemission experiments have been improved significantly over the last few years, 
largely driven by intensive studies of the high-temperature superconductors and 
other strongly correlated electron systems^. Combined with spin-polarized detec­
tion capability, this technique is able to reveal very detailed features in electronic 
structures of materials systems. From a theoretical point of view, the challenge is 
to determine the electronic energy spectrum or the density of states (D O S ) o f the 
system®. In  the weak-interaction lim it, photoelectron spectra essentially m ap out 
the electronic DOS of the system, which can be directly compared w ith  the results 
of single-particle theories w ith  local-density-approximations (L D A ). However, when 
interactions are strong the concept of single-particle DOS becomes iH-defined. I t  is
27
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more appropriate to study one-particle excitation spectra that depend sensi­
tively on the interactions. In  general, the interaction-induced electron correlations 
cause non-triv ia l transfer of spectral weight. In  this situation a many-body calcu­
lation and a thoughtful interpretation of the results are of crucial importance for 
the understanding of the observed phenomena and the underlying physics. Most 
theoretical work in this field has focused on relatively “simple” models such as the 
Hubbard model and the t-J  model, w ith  the expectation of capturing the funda­
mental physics underlying the observed new phenomena. Significant progress along 
this line has been made in recent years'*.
The key issue in the study of photoelectron spectra of strongly correlated electron 
systems is the role of the interactions in determ ining the spectral weight distribu­
tion. Extensive earlier experimental® and theoretical® work have established that 
the strong Coulomb interactions (mainly on-site, such as the U  term  in the ordinary  
Hubbard m odel) drive the spectral weight from “coherent” to “incoherent” part, 
yielding new spectral features beyond the energy range predicted by single-particle 
theories, and therefore a broadened overall spectral distribution, along w ith  a reduc­
tion in the bandw idth and the exchange splitting in the low-energy-scale and an 
increase in the exchange splitting and spin polarization on the high-energy side of
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the spectrum. The physical insights gained from the studies of the Hubbard model 
and its variants are extrem ely helpful in interpreting the results and extracting the  
relevant physics from experiments and more realistic calculations^.
In  this chapter we investigate the spectral behavior of strongly correlated sys­
tems with nonlocal interactions. We study an extended Hubbard model w ith in ­
tersite interactions. Various parameter choices corresponding to different physical 
systems, including various Hubbard and charge-transfer systems, have been used 
to study the dependence of the spectral distribution on the nonlocal interactions. 
Some very interesting results, including an intersite-interaction-driven overall spec­
tral narrowing and anomalous behavior in the spin polarization of the spectra and  
in the doping dependence of the low-energy spectral weight, have been observed 
in the calculated results. These results are analyzed in a many-body picture and 
are expected to have general implications for a wide variety of strongly correlated 
systems.
We employ a sym m etry-projected exact-diagonalization approach to study the  
many-body H am iltonian defined on a small cluster w ith  periodic boundary condi­
tions. This approach has proven to be very good at treating strongly correlated  
systems. I t  is particularly useful in interpreting and predicting qualitative behav­
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ior produced by strong interactions. Coupled w ith other theoretical approaches, 
such as the real-space density-m atrix  renormalization group approach®, amd band- 
structure calculation method^, the exact-diagonalization approach can provide ac­
curate quantitative and material-specific results for strongly correlated systems. In  
addition to using particle-num ber and spin symmetries to block diagonalize the  
Ham iltonian m atrix , group theoretical techniques have been applied to project out 
symmetrized states according to the spatial sym m etry of the system®. The full 
utihzation of these symmetries has greatly facilitated the numerical computation  
of the spectra.
III.2. Theoretical and Computational Aspects 
III.2a. The M odel Hamiltonian
We define an extended Hubbard model with the following model Ham iltonian  
^  Ç  +  (1/2) Ç  ^  KijTi iTi j  (3.1)
i\<r i< j
where tij is the hopping param eter, n,- =  and Ui {Ki j )  is the on-site (intersite)
Coulomb interaction param eter. W e consider the first and second neajrest-neighbor 
hopping w ith am plitude —t  and —s respectively. T h e  on-site Coulomb interaction
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is assumed to be the same on all sites in the ordinary Hubbard model and assigned 
differently (to  be specified below) in the charge-transfer model. We consider only 
the intersite interaction K  between the nearest-neighbor sites, which is the dom­
inant off-site term. A ll the calculations reported in this work have seven or six 
electrons (or equivalently one-hole or two-hole doped) in the cluster, i.e., a system 
w ith  an almost half-filled band.
The  Ham iltonian (3 .1) is defined on an eight-site cluster w ith periodic boundary  
conditions as shown in Fig.3.1 (A ). W ith  proper assignments of “d” and “p” orbitals, 
this structure is equivalent to a Cu^Os cluster which was studied as representing 
the C u 0 2  planes in the high-7^ superconductors*®. I t  is also equivalent to a periodic 
cluster w ith  two-orbital unit cells which was used in the study of transfer of spectral 
weight in correlated systems**. In  this work we first consider a uniform Hubbard  
system and then a two-sublattice charge-transfer system w ith the focus on the effect 
of the intersite interaction in both cases. W e emphasize the generic properties of the  
system th at are qualitatively independent of the system size and structure as well 
as dimensionality. I t  has been observed previously that generic spectral features of 
the Hubbard model are indeed essentially independent of the system structure ajid  
size for clusters as small as only eight sites** *®.
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FigS .l. (A ) The eight-site cluster with P B C ’s in real space. The lattice constant 
is a. (B ) the two-dimensional BriUouin zone w ith  the four sampled high-sym metry  
points indicated.
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III.2b. M ethod of Calculation
The theoretical method used in this work is the small-cluster approach^. A  
cluster of small number of lattice sites w ith  periodic boundary conditions is used to 
model an infinite system. I t  is equivalent to sampling a few high-symmetry points 
in the BriUouin zone. This method has been w idely used in the study of strongly 
correlated systems. Its  advantage is that there is no approximation apphed to the  
HamUtonian. Q uantum  many-body problems are solved exactly in the numerical 
form. Therefore it provides accurate inform ation about the many-body effect in  
the system. Its hm itation is also obvious. Due to extrem ely rapid of the number 
of m any-body states w ith  the system size and particle number, only very smaU 
systems can be studied using this approach. In  practice, since many spectroscopic 
processes are fast and intrinsicaUy short-ranged they can be weU described by the 
smaU-cluster approach. Numerous work on this subject have been reported. I t  is 
now generaUy accepted that the sudden (one-step) approximation and smaU-cluster 
approach provide rather accurate description of m any interacting systems, although  
careful modehng and insightful interpretation of the calculated results are always 
required.
W ith  two (one for each spin) orbitals on each site, there are 16 orbitals in the
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cluster shown in Fig. 3.1 (A ). Simple com binatorial arguments yield 11440 many- 
body states in the neutral state of the cluster w ith  seven electrons. Photoemission 
(inverse photoemission) process destroys (creates) an electron in the cluster, yield­
ing 8008 (12870) final states. The symmetries inherent in the H am iltonian must 
be exploited in order to diagonalize the complete many-body H am iltonian m atri­
ces. F irst, to ta l number of electrons in the cluster is a good quantum  number. 
I t  ensures that there wiU be no mixing between states with different number of 
electrons. Total spin and its z-component in the cluster also are good quantum  
numbers. Spin operators are applied to sort out states with definite spin indices. 
Furtherm ore, space-group decomposition reduces the sizes of Ham iltonian matrices 
in a very efficient way as wiU be described below.
The cluster studied in this work has C 4 point-group symmetry. The space group 
of the system w ith  the periodic boundary condition is the direct product o f the C 4 
group and the finite translational group o f the periodic-cluster structure which, in 
the present case, is a four-element group, consisting of the identical translation and 
the translation th a t connects a site, say site 1 , in  the cluster to other three sites, 
sites 2, 3, and 4, on the square lattice. T h e  vectors that connect site 1 to sites 
5-8 are not included because in the charge-transfer model sites 1-4 and sites 5-8
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are assumed to be different. This sym m etry arrangement corresponds to sampling 
the 7  point, the center of the two-dimensional BriUouin zone, the m  point, the 
cornor of the zone boundary, and the x point, the center of the zone boundary [see 
Fig. 3.1 (B )]. The space group consists o f 16 operations that belong to ten classes. 
There are ten irreducible representations, four at 7  (7 1  —7 4 ), four at m  (m i — m^) 
and two at z (x i and X2 ). The first eight representations are one-dimensional and 
the last two two-dimensional. Two pairs of representations, m i-m 2 and ms-m^  are 
degenerate due to time-reversal symmetry. The character table is given in  Table 
3.1. W ith  a complete set of matrices that transform according to the irreducible 
representations, it is possible to project out sets of symmetrized basis states
(3-2)
H
where is the j t h  state in the subspace of spin S  ( 5  may describe both to ta l and 
z-component of spin), Pr  the projection operator corresponding to the space-group 
element iZ, Xr the corresponding character, and ’^ ^ 5  the symmetrized basis state 
w ith  definite spin S  and spatial symmetry fi. In  cases where the irreducible repre­
sentations are not one-dimensional, the ( 1 x 1 ) element of the m atrix  representation  
is used to project out the symmetrized states as the basis set. The partner states,
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that are not needed in the diagonalization of the Ham iltonian matrices but are 
necessary for the calculation of the spectra, can be obtained by applying to the  
above states the projection operator^^
=  (3.3)
R
where dp is the dimension of the p-th irreducible representation, g the order of the  
space group, and the complex conjugate o f the m n  element o f the m atrix
representation of the p-th  irreducible representation for the operation element R.  
By setting n  =  1 and varying m  (> 1 )  in eq. (3 .3 ), one can project out ail dp states 
that transform  according to F^.
Once the  index j  in equation ( 3 .2 ) runs through the whole subspace w ith fixed 
number of particles and definite spin index, all the symmetrized states are sorted 
and properly normalized. This procedure is repeated for all subspaces involved in 
a given physical process. Since group theory guaranteesthat Ham iltonian m atrix  
elements between states belonging to different irreducible representations are always 
zero, the original Ham iltonian m atrix  is now decomposed into smaller Jordan blocks 
with distinct particle-number, spin and spatial symmetries. The largest block is of 
order 296 corresponding to eight electrons in the cluster w ith  a total spin 5  =
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1 /2 . I t  is significantly smaller than the original H am iltonian m atrix  of order 12870, 
which in turn  drsaticaUy reduces the required com putation time. The solutions 
obtained by diagonalizing these blocks are exact solutions of the fuU HamUtonian  
for the cluster.
In  the com putational im plem entation of the projection of symmetrized states, 
we used a real-num ber-only algorithm  for the convenience of coding. Since there 
are imaginary numbers involved in the character table (see Table 3.1), Unear com­
binations of the projection operators of the degenerate irreducible representations 
(i.e ., m i-m 2 and m^-m^ pairs) are taken so that all characters used in the codes 
are real integers. T h e  price for so doing is the doubUng of the size of the m atrix  
blocks for the representations involved. W hen deaUng w ith  larger matrices the  
codes can be modified to release this real-number-only restriction, thus avoiding 
the accompanied increase in the HamUtonian m atrix  sizes.
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Table 3.1. The character table of the space group for the cluster w ith  periodic 
boundary conditions studied in this work [see Fig. 3.1 (A )] . T h e  point group of the 
cluster structures is of symmetry. There are four elements in  the translational 
group: the identical translation to and the translations t i ,  ta, and tg that connect 
a site, say site 1 , to the other three sites that share the same square, i.e., sites 2, 4, 
and 3 respectively.
E c i { C i \U }
{ m } {Ci i t2} {Ciltz}
C4
{Ci  [tj}
Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
72 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
73 1 I 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
74 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
mi 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 i —1 t —I
mj 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 —t 1 —I t
mj 1 -1 I -1 -1 1 I —i —t I
rrn 1 -1 1 - 1 -1 1 —t I t —I
n 2 -2 -2  2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z2 2 2 - 2  - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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III.3. Calculation of the Spectra
W ith  all the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the system obtained through the exact 
diagonalization of the Ham iltonian m atrix , we can calculate any correlation function 
of interest in the context of the small-cluster approach. In  this work we focus on the 
effects of the nonlocal interaction on the photoelectron spectral distribution. The  
spin-resolved photoemission spectrum (P E S ) and inverse photoemission spectrum 
( IP ES) are defined as
FpEs{<^,o-) =  5 1  \ {^n~^Wk,<x\4>o)\^
n ,k
x ( (w  +  +  A) (3 .4)
n ,k
x6{uj -  +  l^) (3 .5)
where \<f>o) is the ground state in the subspace of N  electrons w ith  energy E g ,  and 
are eigenstates in the subspace of iV ±  1 electrons w ith  energies The
operator Ck,a (c |^ )  destroys (creates) an electron w ith  spin cr and composite index 
fc, where k m ay include orbital and momentum indices. The chemical potential fi 
is determined from^^
(X =  ( l / 2 ) [ £ „ " « (3 .6 )
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In  several reported cases, the ground state of the system is degenerate. In  such 
situations, the spectra are calculated w ith  each and every state in the ground-state 
manifold as the ground state, and the final results are obtained by averaging over 
the spectra contributed by all the states in the manifold. T h e  discrete spikes in the  
calculated spectra, which are characteristic of small-cluster calculations, are broad­
ened w ith  Gaussian functions so that the fine spectral structures that depend on 
the details of the cluster size and structure are smoothed out. W e shall focus atten­
tion here on the general trend that is independent of such details. The calculated 
results are checked against the following sum rules;
J  FpEs(w,o-)dw =  iVg. (3.7)
J  <z)dw =  M  — IVg. (3.8)
where M  is the total number of sites in the cluster and iVg. is the total number 
of electrons w ith  spin cr in the ground state of the AT-electron system. These sum 
rules are satisfied in aU the reported cases.
I t  is usually expected th a t interactions will result in a broadening in the spectral 
distribution. The origin of the spectral broadening is tha t the state Ck,a-\4>o) and 
cjg.|0 o) obtained by sudden anihilation and creation of an electron in the ground
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state of the iV-electron system are not exact eigenstates of the interacting system 
w ith  iV ±  1 electrons. Decomposed in  a complete basis of eigenstates they have 
projections in v irtua lly  all of the final states  w ith  the same quantum  numbers. As 
a result, certain portion (usually of high spin polarization) of the spectral weight 
w ill be transferred to the high-energy-scale, creating the so-called “incoherent” part, 
or “satellite peak” , and causing a broadening in the spectral distribution.
For a better understanding of the physics involved in the context of the exact 
diagonalization study of finite systems, we examine in more detail the spectral 
function in  a m any-body picture. Consider the photoemission case and assume 
th a t ,1 =  1 , 2 , . . . }  and =  1 , 2 , . . . }  are the symmetrized complete basis
sets used in the construction of the H am iltonian matrices for the N -  and { N  — 
l)-e lec tron  system, w ith  corresponding energy spectrum (eigenvalues) {ef^} and 
{e ^ " ^ }  respectively. Configurational interations m ix virtually all the states w ith  the  
same quantum  numbers. Consequently the iV-electron ground state and the (IV  —1 )- 
electron final states, w ith  energies Eq and respectively, can be expressed as
(3.9)
I
■ ')  =  (3.10)
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where a[°^ and are the corresponding coefficients. The PES defined in eq. (3.4) 
now reads
f p e s m  =  z  I E «( “  +  e ; ; - '  -  o  (3.11)
n.7 l, j
I t  is clear that by destroying an electron in the ground state and then mapping 
it onto the ( N  — l)-e lectron final states one is trying to match the set of states 
{c^ to the set And the contribution of a “matched” term  to the
PES is determined by the product of the coefficients o:[°^  and /3j^\ I t  is im por­
tant to note that these coefficients depend very sensitively on the structure of the 
energy (eigenvalue) spectrum. They decrease very rapidly with increasing energy. 
Therefore the spectral function corresponding to high-energy final states usually 
carries only negligible weight. The situation in the inverse photoemission spectra 
is similar.
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III.4. Results and Discussion
I t  is well established that the on-site interaction in the ordinary Hubbard model 
drives the spectral weight to higher energies and makes the spin polarization and the  
exchange splitting reduced at low-energy-scale and increased on the opposite side 
of the spectra. For the purpose of comparison, we have calculated the spectra for 
the Ham iltonian (1) w ith the intersite interaction K  =  0.0. The nearest-neighbor 
hopping parameter t is chosen as the energy unit and the next nearest-neighbor 
hopping parameter s is set to be 0.7. The PES and IP E S  w ith  different values of 
U  are calculated. For clarity of the presentation the results are plotted separately 
in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 respectively. Several features that are characteristic 
of such systems are observed. I t  is clearly seen that the PES and IP E S  spectral 
distributions are broadened, as expected, w ith increasing U. A n  analysis of the spin- 
resolved spectra reveals that as the interaction strength grows the spin polarization  
is reduced at the low-energy-scale and enhanced at the high-energy-scale. This  
behavior is well understood as the result of the reduced probability of finding two  
particles of opposite spin orientations in  and near the ground state of the system^'^. 
In  the 17 =  10 case, distinct satellite peaks have developed in both the PES and the  
IP ES  w ith almost full spin polarization in m ajority- and minority-spin orientations
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respectively.
Norm ally additional interactions are expected to further drive spectral weight 
toward the high-energy-scale, leading to an even broader overall spectral distribu­
tion, and strengthen the effects on the spin polarization of the spectra. In  Fig. 3.4 
we show the calculated PES for U =  5.0 and various non-zero values of K  [for the  
K = 0  result, see Fig. 3.2 (b )]. I t  im m ediately catches the attention that there is 
a Üf-driven narrowing  instead of a broadening in the overall spectral distribution. 
In  addition, the spin polarization of the spectrum  shows anomalous behavior. I t  is 
first reduced on the low-energy-scale and enhanced on the high-energy-scale, sim­
ilar to the situation one would expect for an ordinary Hubbard system. However, 
when the intersite term  further increses the spin polarization starts to grow on the 
low-energy-scale and decrease on the high-energy-scale. This cannot be explained  
by the picture proposed above for the ordinary Hubbard model.
To explain these anomalous features we exam ine in more detail the spectral 
function in a m any-body picture. We analyze the qualitative physics by using a 
simple system, a dimer w ith  two electrons in the atomic lim it. W hen K  =  0, the  
energy of the system is FJq =  0  for the configuration w ith  two singly occupied sites 
and El =  U  for the configuration w ith  a doubly occupied site. One expects to





















Fig. 3.2. The  parameters are t= 1 .0 , s=0.7 , K = 0 .0 , and U = 1 .0  (a ), 5 .0 (b ), and 
1 0 .0  (c).
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Fig. 3.3. T h e  parameters are same as in Fig. 3.2.
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observe spectral weight at these energies separated by A  =  17. W hen K  is turned  
on, one has E q =  K ,  E i =  17, and A  =  U — K .  I t  is seen that A  decreases w ith  
increasing K .  Therefore, the increasing intersite interaction results in a narrower 
spectral distribution in the photoemission spectrum. This picture is qualitatively  
applicable to ail strongly correlated systems w ith  different filling factors, larger sizes 
and more complex structures.
Guided by this simple picture we can easily understand the quantitative results 
presented in Fig. 3.4. W e have compared the spectrum calculated w ith the interac­
tion parameters K  =  0.0 amd U =  5.0 w ith the single-particle (i.e., K  =  0.0 and U  
= 0 .0 ) electronic structure of the same model. A  detailed analysis of the calculated 
data identifies that the high-energy spectral weight beyond —25t in Fig. 3.2 (b ) 
is driven by the on-site interaction U ; there is also significant amount of spectral 
weight transferred from  the low-energy region to the energy range between — 20t 
to — 25t due to the U  term . The intersite interaction is found to gradually push 
the spectral weight toward the low-energy-scale as expected, yielding the observed 
spectral narrowing [Fig. 3.4 (a ) - (d)].
When the intersite interaction K  is large enough, it drives electrons into paired  
states (since A  becomes negative). A  representative configuration in the ground
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state of the present system w ith  large K  has the sites 1, 2, and 3 doubly occupied 
and the site 4 singly occupied (see Fig. 3.1 for the cluster structure). This configu­
ration is energetically favorable since the nearest-neighbor interaction K  is avoided. 
In  this situation, the photoemission spectrum becomes essentially AT-independent. 
W e have calculated the PES for K  =  15.0. The  results are indeed almost identical 
to that shown in Fig. 3.4 (d ) w ith K  =  9.0.
The above simple picture also explains the anomalous spin polarization observed 
in the calculated spectra. W hen K  is in itia lly  turned on, the spectral weight cor­
responding to the configurations with doubly occupied sites is pushed toward the  
low-energj'^-scale. As a result, the spectral distribution narrows and the spin po lar­
ization increases slightly at low energies [see Fig. 3.2 (b) and Fig. 3.4 (a )]. As the  
K  increases further, the competition between the U  and the K  term , w ith the la tte r  
enhancing (reducing) the spin polarization in the high(low)-energy-scale, produces 
an almost spin-neutrcd low-energy spectrum and a highly polarized high-energy 
spectrum [see Fig. 3.4 (b ) and (c)]. Finally, when the K  term  becomes dom inant 
(bu t its direct contribution to the total energy is avoided in the ground-state con­
figuration), the paired configurations become energetically favorable and, therefore, 
the U-driven effects manifest themselves in the low-energy-scale of the spectrum.
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Fig. 3.4. T h e  pajam eters are t= 1 .0 , s=0.7, U = 5 .0 , and K = 1 .0  (a ), 3.0 (b ),
5.0 (c ), and 9.0 (d ). T h e  solid, long-, and short-dashed lines represent the to ta l, 
m ajority-, and m inority-spin results.
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I t  reverses the situation in the ordinary Hubbard model and leads to an increase 
in the spin polarization and the exchange splitting in the low-energy-scale [Fig.
3.4 (d)]. The spectral weight near the chemical potential is now driven by the 
on-site interaction U and is transferred to higher energies. As a result the spectral 
distribution is further narrowed from the low-energy side due to the U term , in 
addition to the narrowing on the high-energy side due to the K  term .
As the intersite interaction K  increases, the overall range of the energy spectrum  
of the system should increase. According to eq. (3 .11) and the discussion im m edi­
ately below it , there should be spectral distribution at high energies corresponding 
to highly excited final states. By carefully examining the calculated numerical re­
sults, we indeed found spectral distribution at energies higher than the high-energy 
ta il of the peak that is visible in the plotted figures. The highest energy position 
of such spectral distribution is indicated by the tip of the letter “V ” in Fig. 3.4. It  
moves to higher energies as K  increases. However, these high-energy spectra carry 
only negligible weight, as expected. I t  should be noted tha t the move of the highest 
energy position simply reflects the expansion of the range of the energy spectrum of 
the system. I t  is not related to the anomalous spectral behavior presented above. 
The latter is a reflection of the nature of the m any-body states, the ground state
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in particular, of the system in response to changes in the nonlocal interaction.
The inverse photoemission spectra with the same parameters (w ith  non-zero 
K )  are presented in Fig. 3.5. A  FT-driven spectral narrowing is clearly seen by 
comparing Fig. 3.3 (b) and Fig. 3.5 (a ). I t  can be understood in the same physical 
picture as proposed for the PES^®. As the value of K  increases further a low-energy 
peak develops while a larger peak is pushed to higher energies. T h e  to ta l integrated  
weight is found to be 1.0 for the low-energy peak and 8.0 for the high-energy peak. 
In  addition, the low-energy peak is fully polarized in the m inority-spin orientation, 
while the high-energy peak is spin neutral. The energy separation between the  
two peaks grows with increasing K .  These results also can be understood in the  
picture proposed above. For clarity, we again consider the large-AT ground-state 
configuration presented above w ith  the sites 1, 2, and 3 doubly occupied and the  
site 4 singly occupied. T h e  unpaired electron is in the m ajority-spin state since 
the calculated ground state has a total spin of 5  =  1 /2 . The additional electron 
introduced by the IP ES  process may occupy the minority-spin  state on the singly 
occupied site, w ith an energy increase of U, or it m ay occupy one of the em pty  
sites 5 - 8 ,  w ith an equal probability on orbitals of either spin orientation w ith  an 
energy increment of I K .  T h e  ratio of the configurational space available for these
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Fig. 3.5. The parameters are same as in  Fig. 3.4.
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two processes is 1:8. T h e  energy separation between the two peaks is I K  — U . 
These results are in excellent agreement w ith the calculated IPES shown in Fig. 
3.5. Similar to the situation in the PES shown in Fig. 3.4, spectral distribution  
w ith  negligible weights are found at higher energies w ith  the highest energy position  
indicated by the tip of the letter “V ” .
I t  is very interesting to note that the above results suggest an unusual doping 
dependence of the low-energy spectral weight that is proportional to the hole con­
centration X when the system is doped away from half-fUling. This is quite different 
from the results for the ordinary Hubbard model, where, as proposed by Sawatzky  
and coworkers^^'^®, the doping dependence is 2x or even faster. The linear relation  
in the present case is actually the same as that in a semiconductor. However, there  
is a distinct difference here. In  semiconductors, the low-energy peak is expected to 
be spin neutral. In  the present case, it is fuUy polarized due to the intersite in ter­
action as explained above. I t  should be noted, however, tha t when the system is 
further doped away from half-filling the situation is quite different in regard to the 
spin polarization of the low-energy peak in the IP E S . W e have calculated the PES  
and IPES of the same model w ith identical H am ilton ian  parameters but w ith  six 
electrons in the ground state of the system. The results are shown in Fig. 3.6 and
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Fig. 3.7. I t  is seen th a t almost all the spectral features presented above for seven 
electrons in the cluster are reproduced qualitatively, which can be explained in the 
same physical picture. The only exception is tha t the low-energy peak in IP E S , 
which now carries 1 /4  of the toal spectral weight (i.e ., still linearly proportional to 
the hole concentration x ), is spin neutral. This is because the six-electron ground 
state has a to ta l spin 5 = 0 ,  thus providing equal configurational space for the up and 
down spin states of the additional electron introduced by the inverse photoemission 
process. This indicates the possibility of observing in  some systems with large non­
local interactions a low-energy peak in IP ES  that has the spectral weight growing 
linearly w ith the doping concentration and the spin polarization developing from  
fully polarized to neutral as the system is doped away from half-filling. Therefore, 
a correlated sys tem  with large nonlocal interactions behaves quite differently from  
either a sem iconductor or a system described by the ordinary Hubbard model with 
respect to doping.
We have calculated PES and IPES for a different set of parameters to test the 
sensitivity of the spectra to the single-particle electronic structure of the system. 
We turned off the second nearest-neighbor hoppings (i.e ., set s =  0) and kept the 
other parameters the same as used above. I t  is found th a t the calculated spectral
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Fig. 3.6. The calculated PES w ith  six electrons in  the ground state. The  
parameters are sazne as in Fig. 3.4, except that here the spectra for K = 0 .0  (solid 
line), 1.0 (long-dashed line), and 5.0 (short-dashed line) are presented.
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Fig. 3.7. T h e  parameters are same as in Fig. 3.6.
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features are essentially identical, except for some slight quantitative changes, to 
the results presented above. In  other words, the spectral features reported above 
is a quite general property of the interacting electron system, insensitive to details 
of the sinlge-particle electronic structure^^.
In  the previous work^^’ ®^ it was shown that the photoelectron spectroscopy of 
chaxge-transfer systems is very sensitive to the hybridization between the “d” and 
“p” electrons. I t  is particulaxly true in the hole-doped case due to a fundamental 
asym m etry in electron and hole doping in a charge-transfer model away from half- 
fUling, in contrast to the case for the ordinary Hubbard model where an electron- 
hole sym m etry is observed. Here we study a hole-doped charge-transfer system 
w ith  nonloccd interactions. We still consider the case of seven electrons in the 
eight-site cluster structure w ith periodic boundary conditions [see Fig. 3.1 (A )], 
i.e., an almost-half-filled system. We assign a “d” orbital on each of the sites 1-4 
and a “p” orbital on each of the sites 5-8. The Ham iltonian describing the system 
reads
H^ =  H  +  Y . E i c l a ^  (3.12)
iff
where the first term  H  is given by the Ham Utonian (1 ) w ith 17,• =  Ud (Up) on the 
“d” ( “p” ) sites, ti j  =  tdd,tppitdp for electron hopping between the sites indicated
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by the subscripts. Ei =  Ep or Ed depending on the site assignment are the on-site 
orbital energies for the “d” or “p” sites.
W e have calculated the photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra of the 
above charge-transfer system. Tw o sets of parameters have been used to study the 
effects of the “d” - “p” hybridization and the nonlocal interaction on photoelectron 
spectroscopy. In  the first case, we set tdd =  0.0, tpp =  0.5, e =  Ep — Ed =  4.0, 
Ud =  5.0, Up =  0.0, K  =  0.0, and the “d”- “p” hybridization param eter is varied w ith  
values tdp =  0 .0 ,0 .5 ,1 .0 . W e then turn  on the intersite interaction while keeping 
all other parameters the same. The calculated PES and IP E S  w ith  the first set of 
parameters are presented in F ig . 3.8 and Fig. 3.9. The most noticeable effect of the 
increasing “d”- “p” hybridization is the broadening of the spectra, corresponding to 
an increase in the single-particle bandwidth. A satellite structure (shoulder) clearly 
seen in the spectra when tdp =  0.0 is significantly reduced when tdp becomes large. 
The shift of the position(s) of m ajor peaks in the spectra is m ain ly  due to changes 
in the single-particle electronic structure of the system. Because of the reduced 
correlation effect, the spin polarization is reduced on the high-energy scale and 
enhanced on the low-energy scale as tdp increases. W hen the intersite interaction  
is turned on, electron hopping between “d” and “p” sites wiU cost extra  energy.
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Fig. 3.8. The parameters are t j j= 0 .0 ,  tpp=0.5, e =  Ep — =  4.0, Ud — 5.0, Up
0.0, K  =  0.0, and tdp =  0.0 (a ), 0.5 (b ), and 1.0 (c).













Fig. 3.9. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.8.
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I t  is thus expected that the effect of t^p wiU be reduced. In  Fig. 3.10 and Fig.
3.11 the calculated PES and IP E S  for K  =  2.0 are shown. T h e  results are consistent 
w ith the expectation. Compared w ith the results for K  =  0.0 a ÜT-driven narrowing 
in spectral distribution is clearly seen and the spectra are insensitive to changes in 
tjp. W hen the value of K  is further increased to 5.0, the calculated spectra (not 
shown here) become essentially independent of tdp as the single-particle electronic 
structure is dominated by the tpp term  in the ground-state configuration. The  
double-peaJc structure seen in  the IP ES  is due to the K  term  as discussed above.
Finally, we study a so-called “negative charge-transfer-energy” system with a 
negative e =  Ep — E ^ .  We still consider seven electrons in the eight-site periodic 
cluster. The parameters used in the calculation are the same as in the above 
“positive charge-transfer-energy” case (Figs. 3.8 and 3.9) , except here e =  —3.0 
and a larger range for tdp (up to 2.0) is used. We first look at the K  — 0 case. 
The calculated spectra are shown in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. I t  should be noticed 
that w ith  these parameters a typical ground-state configuration consists of paired- 
electron states, similar to the situation in the large-FT case, but for a different 
reason. Here ( K  =  0.0) it is due to the fact that Upp =  0.0 and e is negative. 
Therefore the configuration w ith  pairs of electrons on the “p” orbitals (i.e., sites
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Fig. 3.10. The paxameters are the same as in Fig. 3.8, except here K  =  2.0.



















Fig. 3.11. The parajneters are the same as in Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.12. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.8, except here tdp =  0.0 (a ), 
0.5 (b ) , 1.5 (c ), 2.0 (d ) and e =  -3 .0 .





















Fig. 3.13. The pajrameters are the same as in Fig. 3.12.
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5-8) is energetically favorable. The hybridization term  t^p broadens the spectral 
distribution similar to the results shown above for the positive charge-transfer- 
energy system. Compared w ith  the results in in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, it is seen 
that the spectra are less sensitive to the change in t^p here. This is because the  
electrons are less mobile due to the negative charge-transfer energy which tends 
to pair ( “trap” ) the electrons on the “p” sites as discussed above. In  this sense a 
negative charge-transfer-energy system behaves like a large-AT system w ith positive 
charge-transfer energy.
W hen the intersite interaction K  is turned on , the ground-state pairing ( “trap ­
ping” ) effect is further enhanced and the electrons w ill essentially be localized, since 
hopping to a “d” orbital is very costly in energy. As a result, the spectra should be 
distributed in a narrower range in energy due to the effect of the K  term  and be es­
sentially independent of tdp. This is indeed the case in the calculated photoemission 
and inverse photoemission spectra as shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15. A two-peak 
structure is seen in the IP E S . This is the manifestation of the paired ground-state 
configuration driven by the large K  and further enhanced by the negative value 
of e as discussed above. A  simple analysis determines that the energy separation 
between the two peaks should be I K  — e. I t  equals to 38.0 w ith  the chosen
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Fig. 3.14. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 12, except here K = 5 .0 .
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Fig. 3.15. T h e  parameters are the same as in Fig. 14.
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parameters K  =  5.0 and e =  —3.0, which is in excellent agreement w ith  the  
calculated results shown in Fig. 3.15.
III.5. Conclusions
W e have examined the effect of nonlocal interactions on the photoemission and 
inverse photoemission spectral distribution in an extended Hubbard model. B y  
adjusting the Ham iltonian parameters, two different systems are studied: the first 
is a uniform  ordinary Hubbard system and the other is a two-sublattice charge- 
transfer system.
In  the case of the Hubbard system, it is found that the intersite interaction  
generally supresses the features driven by the on-site interaction and leads to an 
overall narrowing in the spectral distribution. In  the photoemission spectrum, 
the spectral weight driven by the on-site interaction U is pushed by the intersite  
interaction K  toward lower energy side and the U -driven effects manifest themselves 
near the chemical potential in the large-Üf lim it, which is opposite to the case of 
an ordinary Hubbard model where /T  =  0. In  the inverse photoemission spectrum , 
a peak that grows linearly in weight w ith  the doping concentration is observed. Its  
spin polarization developes from fully polarized to neutral as the system is doped
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away from half-filling. These behaviors are qualitatively different from  those of an 
ordinary Hubbard system and a semiconductor or a simple metal system.
In  the case of the charge-transfer system, the hybridization (w ith  hopping pa­
ram eter tdp) between the strongly correlated “d” electrons and uncorrelated “p” 
electrons broadens the spectral d istribution in the absence of the intersite inter­
action fir, as expected from a single-particle analysis. W hen K  is large the effect 
of the “d”- “p” hybridization on the spectra is greatly reduced and the effect of 
the K  term  becomes dominant. A  smooth transition between these two regimes is 
expected. The effect of K  is more significant in a negative charge-transfer-energy 
system than in a positive charge-transfer-energy system since the negative charge- 
transfer energy causes pairing of electrons on the “p” sites. In  this sense, the effect 
of this negative energy difference between the “p” and “d” orbitals is equivalent to 
tha t of an effective fif, although a true K  term  does not discriminate “d” or “p” 
sites in terms of pairing electrons in the ground-state configuration.
The calculated results are analyzed in a m any-body picture to gain physical in­
sights into the nature of the m any-body states and the fundamental roles of the 
nonlocal interaction in determ ining the spectroscopic behavior. A lthough some 
results have been discussed in the hm it of large nonlocal interactions to help under­
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stand the underlying physics, the effects already can been seen for moderate or even 
weak interactions, as demonstrated in the reported calculations. The qualitative 
physics presented in this work is expected to have general implications for a wide 
variety of strongly correlated systems w ith  appreciable nonlocal interactions.
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CH APTER IV
COVERAGE D EPENDENT SPECTRAL
EVOLUTION
IV. 1 Introduction
Photoelectron spectroscopy provides a direct probe of the electronic and mag­
netic properties o f materials systems. In  the study of the surface states of clean m et­
als, angle-resolved photoemission has revealed a considerable num ber o f occupied 
surface bands and determined their energy-dispersion and sym m etry character.
As a complementary technique, inverse photoemission has been used to probe elec­
tronic states located between the vacuum level and the Fermi energy not accessible 
to ordinary p h o to e m is s io n . In  recent years, photoemission spectroscopy has been 
widely used to investigate the electronic structure of the C u 0 2  plane before and 
after the carrier doping to clarify the pairing symmetry of the superconducting  
state with possible implications for the underlying mechanism of superconductivity  
in the cuprates.®
In  the simplest approximation, the photoemission spectrum provides the
74
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occupied density of states, while the inverse photoemission spectrum tests the 
unoccupied density of states of the system.® This is just a noninteracting picture  
for photon energies in the soft-X-ray range. In  m any electronic m aterials, electron- 
electron interactions complicate the situation and many-body correlation effects 
have to be considered. W hen the interaction is strong enough such that interaction  
parameters are o f the same order as the quasiparticle bandwidth conventional the­
oretical techniques fa il to account for some observed phenomena. This is especially 
true in the case of photoelectron spectroscopy where the excited states  o f the cor­
related systems must be properly described. A  reliable theoretical/com putational 
scheme must be devised to treat such strongly correlated systems. One o f the most 
powerful techniques developed in recent years is the numerical computation of small 
systems, using quantum  Monte Carlo or exact diagonalization schemes.^®
The coverage dependence of overlayer electronic structure has been a subject of 
considerable interest. A  great deal of work has been carried out on alkali m etal 
overlayer on semiconductor surfaces in the context of the formation of m etal- 
semiconductor contacts.^^ Most theoretical studies in this field have been band 
structure calculations focusing on real m ateria l single-particle effects. In  this paper 
we report the results of a study on the coverage dependence of photoelectron spec­
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tra  of strongly correlated systems w ith  emphasis on the effects of strong electron- 
elect ron interactions beyond mean-held treatm ent. We are m ainly interested in 
itinerant magnetic systems. In  addition to the importance due to their current 
ajid potential applications, these systems possess both “localized” and “itineran t” 
features in their electronic structure, therefore presenting a serious theoretical chal­
lenge. Experim entally there have been a lot of work on itinerant magnetic overlayer 
s y s te m s .H o w e v e r very few theoretical attem pts have been made to explore the 
dynamical spectral response to changes in coverage in a fuU m any-body approach. 
The objective of this work is to provide a prelim inary (i.e., a simple model study), 
yet systematic understanding for this problem. Here we do not a ttem pt to ad­
dress all the issues related to this im portant and complicated problem. R ather, 
we construct a simple, generic two-sublattice overlayer model in the context of the 
Hubbard formalism. Most of the real m ateria l aspects (e.g., a detailed band struc­
ture description) are om itted. The goal is to establish an understanding of the 
qualitative behavior of the spectra in various correlated systems characterized by 
a set of model Ham iltonian parameters. The results should provide a useful guide 
for interpreting experimental data and should serve as a starting point for more 
realistic calculations.
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In this work we use a symmetry-projected exact diagonalization technique^®" 
to obtain the solution to a model Ham iltonian constructed in a periodic small clus­
ter approach. Photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra are then calculated 
in the sudden (one-step) approximation. This approach has been widely used and 
proven to be very good at treating strongly correlated s y s t e m s . W e  report in 
this chapter some systematic spectral evolutions in response to changes in  the over­
layer coverage in various correlated systems. The calculated results are presented 
and discussed in a many-body picture.
IV.2. Hamiltonian and M ethod of Calculation 
IV.2a. The Model Hamiltonian
In the periodic small cluster approach, a cluster of finite (usually sm all) number 
of lattice sites w ith  periodic boundary conditions (P B C ) is used to model an infinite 
system. I t  is equivalent to sampling a few high-symmetry points in the BriUouin 
zone.^® In  this work we choose an eight-site cluster w ith  P B C , as shown in Fig. 4.1
(a), to model a two-sublattice overlayer system. The sites 1 — 4 w ith the P B C  form  
the “substrate” and the sites 5 — 8 w ith  the PB C  the “overlayer” . T h e  four high- 
symmetry points sampled in the two-dimensional BriUouin zone in this structure
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Fig. 4.1. (A )T h e  two-sublattice eight-site cluster w ith periodic boundaxy condi­
tions. The open and shaded circles represent the “substrate” and “overlayer” sites 
respectively. (B )T h e  two-dimensional BriUouin zone. The square la ttice  constant 
of both the substrate and the overlayer is a.
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are indicated in Fig. 4.1 (b ). The overlayer coverage variation is adjusted 
through varying the Haxniltonian paxameters in a simple scaling scheme as will 
be illustrated below. This simulation scheme is probably an oversimplification for 
many real m ateria l aspects. However, it is a reasonable approximation in the Hub­
bard formalism which has successfully modeled m any strongly correlated systems 
but is not natura lly  suited to incorporate a detailed consideration of coverage vari­
ation. The approximations and justifications involved w ill be discussed below.
W e use a generalized Hubbard H am iltonian to describe the system. I t  is w ritten
as
H  =  Hi,opping + f f u  +  H k  (4.1)
w ith
•^ h o p p in g  —  2 s  ^ 2  ^ ia r^ ja -  ^ ( ^ ' 2 )
( t j ) i r  [ ij]a -
Hu =  U i ' ^  cî^CiTcî^Cii +  U2 J 2  4îC.Tcl|Cii (4.3)
i < 4  :> 4
H k  = 2 K  ^  (4.4)
[ij]a-<r‘
where the sum (z j) ,  ( i j )  and [ij] all are over the nearest neighbors, but for electron 
hopping w ith in  the substrate, w ithin the overlayer and between the two sublattices
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respectively. A ll the notations are standard in  the Hubbaxd formalism. The factor 
2 in eqs. (4.2) and (4 .4 ) is due to the renorm alization introduced by the periodical 
boundaxy conditions (a il the summations in the Ham iltonian are taJcen over only 
the sites in the cluster).
The Ham iltonian contains the following single-particle and interaction terms.
(a) The single-particle “hopping” terms w ith  transfer integral —s for hopping 
in the substrate layer, —p for hopping in the overlayer and —t for the interlayer 
hopping. The hopping amplitude in the overlayer and between the substrate and 
the overlayer axe adjusted to scale w ith the coverage a  (0 <  a  <  1). Since our 
prim ary interest is in itinerant magnetic systems, we use a coverage dependence for 
transition m etal d  electrons in our model. The transfer integral between d electrons 
scales^  ^ w ith the interatom ic distance D  as D~^ and a  cx D~^. As a result, one 
has p =  poa ^  w ith  po being the overlayer transfer integral corresponding to a fully  
covered monolayer (a  =  I ) .  We take the geometric mean of the overlayer and 
substrate transfer integral as the interlayer param eter, i.e., t =  y/sp.
(b) The on-site Coulomb interaction terms for double electron occupancy on the 
substrate sites w ith  strength Ui, and on the overlayer sites w ith strength C/j •
(c) A  nearest-neighbor (inter-atom ic) interaction of strength K .
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The two interaction parameters related to the overlayer, i.e., U2 and K  in prin ­
ciple also should scale w ith  the overlayer coverage. There are two m ajor competing  
effects in this regard. On the one hand they should increase w ith the coverage a  
simply due to increased charge density in the overlayer. On the other hand, they  
should decrease w ith increasing a  due to the delocalization of electrons in the over­
layer. In  this work both are treated as parameters independent of a . W hile  this 
may lead to an overestimate of the effects of U2 and Üf, it is not expected to affect 
the calculated results in a qualitative way.
I t  should be noted that there is another interpretation for the present model. 
Since the change in the coverage is adjusted by varying a ,  which in turn affects the  
electron hopping in the overlayer and between the overlayer and the substrate, the  
model constructed in this work also describes another type of overlayer coverage 
variation. I t  corresponds to the change in the coverage m aterial composition of 
a fuUy covered (one monolayer) overlayer instead of the change in the coverage 
density as discussed above. In  this interpretation, the hopping parameters p  and 
t, although still varied through a  as specified above, should be viewed as simple 
adjustable parameters reflecting the electronic structure of different overlayer and 
substrate materials. T h e  interaction parameters are also varied to simulate various
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correlation effects in  the system.
IV.2b. M ethod of Calculation
In  this work we study the case of seven electrons in the eight-site cluster, i.e ., 
a highly correlated system. Since the dimension of the Ham iltonian m atrix  is 
very large (w ith  16 orbitals in the cluster, it is 16!/(16-7)!7! =  11440), direct
diagnolization of such a m atrix  is very difficult. Hence we have to utilize the  
symmetries inherent in the Ham iltonian and factorize the Ham iltonian m atrix  into  
smaller Jordan blocks.
We have im plem ented the particle number, to ta l and z-component spin and 
space-group sym m etry operations in the computer codes for the Ham iltonian factorization.^^ 
The many-body states are first sorted according to  the particle number and the spin 
indices. Then they are further projected according to the irreducible representa­
tions of the space group of the cluster w ith P B C . T h e  group theory guarantees'^ 
tha t there are no nonzero Ham iltonian m atrix  elements between states belonging to 
different irreducible representations of the space group. A  full symmetry analysis 
for the cluster structure shown in Fig. 4.1 (a ) has been given elsewhere.^® W ith
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the application of these symmetry operators, the original 11440x11440 H am ilto ­
nian m atrix  w ith  seven electrons are decomposed into m any much smaller Jordan  
blocks w ith  the largest one of order 294. Sim ilarly, the Ham iltonian m atrix  w ith  six 
(e ight) electrons corresponding to the photoemission (inverse photoemission) final 
states are reduced from  the original 8008x8008 (12870x12870) to at most of order 
192 (296).
Through the exact diagonalization of the factorized Ham iltonian matrices, all 
the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the system corresponding to different number of 
electrons are obtained and any correlation function of interest can be calculated in 
the context of the periodic small cluster approach. In  this work, we focus on the 
effects of varying the overlayer coverage on the photoelectron spectra of a strongly 
correlated system defined by the Ham iltonian (1 ) — (4 ). The photoemission spec­




x6(w  -  EH*'- +  O  (4 .6)
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where is the ground state in the subspace of N  electrons w ith  energy Eq , and 
are eigenstates in the subspace of iV ±  1 electrons with energies . The  
operator Ck,<r (c |^ )  destroys (creates) an electron w ith  spin a  and composite index 
A:, where k m ay include orbital and m om entum  indices. The spin-resolved spectra 
can be added together to obtain the spin-integrated results.
The discrete spikes in the calculated spectra, which are characteristic of smaU- 
cluster calculations, are broadened w ith  Gaussian functions so that the fine spectral 
structures that depend on the details of the cluster size and structure are smoothed 
out. We shall focus attention here on the general trend that is independent o f such 
details. The calculated results are checked against the following sum rules:
j  FpEs{i^-,(^)du} =  Na^  (4.7)
J  — M  — Ner (4.8)
where M  is the to ta l number of sites in  the cluster and No- is the to tal number 
of electrons w ith  spin cr in the ground state of the iV-electron system. These sum 
rules are satisfied in all the reported cases.
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IV.3. R esults and Discussion
In  aU the calculations reported in this work, the parameters s,po are set to be 
equal and chosen as the energy unit. For each set of parameters, the Ham iltonian  
matrices for six, seven, and eight electrons in  the cluster are diagonalized and all 
the eigenvalues and eigenstates obtained. The PES and IPES are then calculated. 
For aU the param eter sets used in this work we have found that the ground state 
of the cluster w ith  seven electrons always has a to tal Sz =  1 /2 . This dictates that 
all the calculated PES w ill have overall (i.e ., energy integrated) spin polarization in 
the m ajority-spin direction and the calculated IP E S  in the minority-spin direction. 
However, the distribution of the spectral spin polarization varies w idely depending 
on the parameters used. W e present the calculated results and discussion for PES 
and IPES  below. T h e  calculated spectra w ith  various values of coverage parameter 
a  win be explicitly discussed in terms of the change in  the overlayer coverage density, 
i.e., the first in terpretation of the model presented in Sec. I I  A . Since we always 
put seven electrons in the cluster in the in itia l state of the system, the calculated 
results correspond to a constant charge density for all coverage densities. This 
is a constraint imposed by the computational approach adopted in this work. It  
should be noted, however, that according to the second interpretation o f the model.
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the change in  a  may also reflect the change in the degree of the delocalization of 
the electrons in a fu lly covered overlayer of various m aterial compositions. For 
the purpose of comparison, we have solved the Ham iltonian (4.1) for the non­
interacting case (i.e ., Ui — U2 =  K  =  0 ). The analytical expressions of the energy 
levels w ith  the corresponding degeneracies indicated in the parentheses are: —2(s 4-
p ) ± 2 y j { s  -  p Y  +  (1 each), 0 (4 ), 4p (1 ), and 4s (1 ). From this energy spectrum
one can obtain the density of the occupied (P E S ) and unoccupied (IP E S ) states 
for any parameters. From these results one can identify  interaction driven features, 
e.g., satellite peaks, in the calculated spectra presented below.
IV.3a. Photoem ission Spectrum
W e vary the interaction parameters to simulate various correlated electron sys­
tems and to study the effects of these parameters on the coverage dependence of 
spectral features. W e first set U2 and K  to zero and U\ =  10.0 to identify the effects 
o f the substrate interaction term. The calculated photoemission spectra for various 
overlayer coverages are presented in Fig. 4.2. A t low coverages (a  =  0 .1 ,0 .3 ) the  
spectral weight is distributed on the high-energy-scale. W ith  increasing coverage a 
considerable amount of spectral weight is transferred to the low-energy-scale.
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I t  can be understood as the result of the delocalization of electrons in the over- 
layer as the coverage param eter a  increases. I t  creates new electronic states at lower 
energies. A n exam ination of the ground-state configuration of the system provides 
further physical insight. From an energetic point of view one can conclude that at 
low coverage electrons w ill first fill in the substrate sites until a half-filled band is 
formed (i.e ., w ith  four electrons on the four substrate sites). Further electron filling  
into the substrate is prohibited by the large value of 17i, and the remaining three 
electrons are distributed on the four overlayer sites, forming a g-filled band. W ith  
increasing coverage the overlayer band is broadened and new low-energy states are 
created. A t the same tim e the ground-state configuration and the interface elec­
tronic structure also wiU change due to the substrate-overlayer hybridization (t ) .  
It  is seen in F ig. 4.2 that accompanying the spectral weight transfer to lower en­
ergies the relative weight distribution and spin polarization of the main peaks at 
high energies (around —20) undergo significant changes, reflecting the change of 
the overall interface electronic structure due to  the variation of a.  However, there 
is one notable exception. A  small high-energy peak at around —35 remains es­
sentially unchanged w ith  increasing a  except a slight shift toward higher energy. 
A detailed analysis of the calculated data reveals that this peak is fully polarized
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in the m ajority-spin direction and corresponds to the two-hole final states in the 
substrate (i.e ., a f7i-driven satellite peak), thus unaffected by a.
We next turn  on the intersite interaction K  while keeping all other Ham iltoniaji 
parameters unchanged. The calculated photoemission spectra w ith  K  =  5.0 are 
presented in Fig. 4.3. I t  is seen th a t, unlike the K  =  0 case, the spectral distribu­
tion is insensitive to the change in a .  This again can be understood by an analysis 
of the ground-state configuration from an energetic point of view. W hen K  is large 
enough such that 4Fl >  f/g }, which is satisfied here, the intersite interac­
tion essentially prohibits single-occupancy-only configurations in the ground state 
of the system and drives electrons into a state w ith maximum number of electron 
pairs residing in a single sublattice to avoid the energy cost due to K .  Therefore  
the ground state of the system w ill consist of prim arily a combination of configu­
rations w ith  electrons on the substrate sites only and configurations w ith  electrons 
on the overlayer sites only. The ratio of these two types of configurations depends 
on the single-particle and interaction parameters as they change the energetics of 
the system. In  the present case the energetics dictate that the electrons mostly 
stay on the overlayer sites. In  other words, when the overlayer atoms are deposited 
onto the substrate under the conditions specified by the present param eter choice.
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there w ill be significant charge transfer from the substrate to the overlayer^"*. As 
the coverage parameter a  increases the delocalization of electrons in the overlayer 
results in changes in the PES seen in Fig. 4.3. Due to the noninteracting nature of 
the overlayer states and the hybridization between the overlayer and the substrate 
the overall correlation effects manifested in the PES are reduced. This is clearly 
seen in the a  =  1 case in Fig. 4.3 where the 17i-driven, fully spin polarized sateUite 
peak at —18, which is contributed by the states in the substrate th a t are mixed in 
the ground state of the system, now has its spectral weight redistributed toward 
lower energies and its spin polarization reduced. Another noticeable feature is the 
transfer of spectral weight toward lower energy on the low-energy-scale. The scale 
of the transfer is much smaller than that of the i f  =  0 case. This is because the 
intersite interaction essentially prohibits interlayer electron hopping, therefore lim­
iting the overall bandwidth of the system. The hopping w ithin the substrate or 
overlayer is also limited due to an almost filled subband corresponding to all the 
electrons driven by K  into one sublattice or another (prim arily in the overlayer 
sublattice w ith the present param eter choice) as discussed above.
To study the effects of strong correlations in the overlayer in addition to that in 
the substrate on the PES we set U\ =  U2 =  10.0. W e first examine the case of
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üf =  0. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4.4. Compared w ith  Fig. 4.2, 
the most noticeable feature is the dram atic reduction in the spectral w idth. This is 
the well known phenomenon of interaction driven narrowing of spectral peak(s) in 
Hubbard s y s t e m s . T h e  qualitative behavior of the PES as a function of the 
coverage param eter a  is similar to that in  Fig. 4.2. However, the spectral weight of 
the high-energy satellite peak at around —30, that is fully polarized in the m ajority - 
spin direction, is significantly reduced as a  increases. In  the present case this peak is 
contributed by the two-hole final states o f the whole system, not just the substrate, 
since both the overlayer and the substrate are now strongly correlated. The increase 
of the coverage causes delocalization of electrons in the overlayer, yielding reduced 
correlation effects as demonstrated by the reduction in the spectral weight o f the  
satellite peak. The range of the overall spectral distribution increases significantly 
as the coverage grows. This is due to the delocalization of the electrons in the 
overlayer and the fact that now the interlayer hopping is easily accessible and the 
overlayer band is only |-filled , thus providing the needed configurational space.
Finally, we turn  on all the interaction terms in the Ham iltonian. The parameters 
are set to U\ =  U2 =  10.0, and K  =  5.0. The calculated PES results are shown in 
Fig. 4.5. Here one observes the combined effects due to both the on-site and the
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intersite interactions. There is a significant reduction in the w idth of the spectral 
features (due to U)  and a much reduced sensitivity to the change of coverage (due 
to fir). A t high coverages a considerable am ount of the spectral weight of the main 
peak is transferred toward the low-energy-scale, and a double-peak structure is 
resulted. A t the same tim e, the satellite peak at around —16 is reduced in both 
the spectral weight and spin polarization due to the delocalization of electrons in 
the overlayer. The overall range of the spectral distribution is increased sfightly, a 
combined effect due to the on-site and intersite interactions.
IV.3b. Inverse Photoem ission Spectrum
We now turn  to the inverse photoemission spectrum. The calculated inverse 
photoemission spectra w ith the same parameters as in Fig. 4.2 are shown in Fig. 
4.6. A t low coverage there is a spin-neutral main peak centered at 12.5 and a 
sateUite peak centered at 27 and fully polarized in the minority-spin direction. 
W hen the coverage parameter a  increases the spectral weight develops on the low- 
energy-scale. The overall spectral distribution is significantly broadened. These are 
all the results of the development of the low-energy overlayer and interface states 
as discussed above in the PES case. The spin polarization of the m ain-line spectral
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features remains mostly neutral, but some polarized segments are clearly visible. 
The satellite peak is not affected by a  except being pushed toward higher energy. 
This is because it is contributed by the minority-spin states in the substrate only. 
W hen the intersite interaction is turned on, the results become quite different. 
The calculated IP  ES results w ith K  =  5 (i. e., the same parameters as in Fig. 
4.3) are presented in Fig. 4.7. There is a small low-energy peak that is fully  
polarized in the m inority-spin direction. This peak does not change as the coverage 
param eter a  increases. Meanwhile a large peak at higher energy develops into a 
m ulti-peak structure, reflecting the broadening of the overlayer band. An analysis 
of the calculated data reveals that the total spectral weight o f the low-energy peak 
is 1.0 and the integrated weight of the high-energy peak(s) is 8.0. This is a common 
feature for Hubbard systems w ith large intersite (nonlocal) interactions^® and can be 
explained by analyzing the ground-state configuration of the system. As discussed 
above in the PES case, w ith  the present parameter choice the seven electrons in 
the cluster w ill be driven into a single sublattice, yielding a |-fiU ed band. Since the 
ground state to ta l spin polarization is =  1 /2 , the additional electron introduced 
by the inverse photoemission process can occupy the only rem aining minority-spin  
state w ith  an energy cost of about U\ or (in the present case the electrons are
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mostly in the overlayer, thus the energy cost is U2 here), or it can occupy one 
of the eight states in the other sublattice with an equal probability  of occupying 
m ajority - and minority-spin states at an energy cost of 7 K .  These energy estimates 
w ill be modified by the single-particle hopping terms and only provide a qualitative 
guidance in analyzing the data. T h e  former occupation scenario corresponds to the 
small low-energy peak and the la tte r scenario the high-energy peak(s) in Fig. 4.7. 
Since the “em pty” sublattice has equal configurational space in both spin directions 
for the additional electron to occupy, the high-energy, large spectral peak(s) should 
be spin neutral. This is indeed the case for all but very low coverages. The spin 
polarization of the high-energy peak for a  =  0.1 indicates th a t some configurations 
w ith  electrons not m axim ally paired are mixed in the ground state o f the system 
to m axim ize the kinetic energy gain. I t  is quickly overtaken by the dominant 
m axim ally paired state at higher coverages.
T h e  calculated spectra w ith  both Ui and U2 set to 10.0 but K  — 0.0 are shown 
in Fig. 4.8. Compared w ith Fig. 4.6 the coverage dependent spectral evolution is 
very similar. The satellite peak centered at 26 for low coverages, which remains 
fuUy polarized in the m inority-spin direction for the whole range of a  values, is 
reduced in weight as the coverage grows, similar to that observed in the PES case.
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W hen all the interaction parameters are turned on (w ith  the same values as used 
in Fig. 4.5) the calculated IP ES  results (see Fig. 4.9) show features driven by both  
the intersite and the on-site interactions. The small low-energy peak that carries a 
total weight of 1.0 is seen. A t higher energies a rather broad spectral distribution  
is observed. These high-energy spectra are always spin neutral, indicating tha t the  
ground state of the system contains only m axim ally paired configurations. The  
broadening of the high-energy spectral distribution is lim ited by the intersite in ter­
action as discussed above. In  fact, the main peaks are narrowed slightly due to the 
strong correlation and a small amount of spectral weight is transferred to higher 
energies, yielding a broader overall spectral distribution.
IV.4. Conclusions
We have examined the coverage dependence of the photoelectron spectra in a 
simple overlayer model constructed in the Hubbard formalism. The emphasis is 
on the basic understanding of some qualitative spectral behavior as the coverage 
changes under the influence of various interactions. M any real m aterial aspects, 
such as a detailed band structure and a more realistic coverage scaling scheme, are 
not considered. In  the context of the present model, we find some interesting quali­
tative systematics in the calculated results that should provide a useful guidance in
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understanding the photoelectron spectra in strongly correlated overlayer systems.
I t  is found that the variation in  interaction parameters results in dramatic  
changes in the ground-state configuration of the system, which in tu rn  affect the 
spectral evolution as the electron delocalization occurs with an increase in the over­
layer coverage parameter. In  the absence of the nonlocal (intersite) interaction an 
increase of the coverage param eter leads to a significant transfer of spectral weight 
toward the low-energy-scale. In  addition, the overall spectral distribution (the  
weight and spin polarization) at a ll energies is affected by the overlayer electron 
delocalization and the substrate-overlayer hybridization. A satellite peak driven by 
local (on-site) interactions remains robust in both the photoemission and inverse 
photoemission spectra as the coverage increases, although its position is pushed to­
ward higher energy due to an overall spectral broadening and its intensity reduced 
when both the substrate and overlayer are strongly correlated. The nordocal (in ter­
site) interaction causes drastic changes in the overlayer coverage dependence of the 
spectral evolution. The ground state of the system is dominated by configurations 
w ith  m axim ally paired electron states. The interlayer hybridization is energetically 
unfavorable. As a result, the spectral evolution becomes much less sensitive to 
changes in the overlayer coverage, although the effect of the electron delocalization
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in the overlayer is still clearly visible in the spectra. In  inverse photoemission spec­
tra  a fu lly  spin-polarized peak is produced at the low-energy-scale by the nonlocal 
interaction and remains robust at all coverages.
I t  is observed in all the reported cases th a t significant spectral changes occur only 
when the coverage is large (a  >  0.7). This can be understood as the result of the  
change o f the energetics of the system as the overlayer band developes. O n ly  when 
the coverage is large enough the balance of the energetics in the system w ill shift. I t  
will m odify the configuration of the ground and excited states of the system, which 
in tu rn  w ill change the spectral distribution. In  the present finite-cluster approach, 
only qualitative trends can be identified and understood. A  reliable quantitative  
estim ation of the coverage value for the shift of the energetic balance to occur 
cannot be achieved here.
W h ile  the exact quantitative results reported in this work are certain ly subject 
to fu rther improvement by more realistic, detailed studies of various real m ate­
rial aspects, the qualitative trend and the underlying physics are expected to be 
valid in  general. The calculated results should have implications for a wide variety  
of correlated overlayer systems and should provide a useful guide for interpreting  
experim ental data and for more detailed studies of these very interesting systems.
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CHAPTER V 
THE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
V .l Introduction
Tem perature effects in photoemission spectroscopies have been increasingly stud­
ied to reveal the electronic and magnetic properties of various kinds of materials, 
among which transition metals and their c o m p o u n d s ^ ra re -e a rth  metals®“  ^ and 
heavy-fermion systems^'^ are the most interesting examples. Though some experi­
mental phenomena, such as peak shifts due to the lattice expansion w ith  increasing 
temperature®, peak broadening due to an increased probability for indirect phonon- 
assisted transitions®, which leads to a background increasing w ith  temperature^® 
and a reduction of the intensity of direct transition^’^^ ’^ ,^ were observed, the com­
plete picture of temperature dependence of photoemission (P E S ) and inverse pho­
toemission (IP E S ) are still far from  being well understood. O n the theory side, 
despite the tem perature dependence of photoelectron spectra is a very im portant 
issue since all the experimental measurements were made at fin ite  temperatures, 
very few attem pts have been made to explore the systematics of spectral evolution
107
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with tem perature change. This may be because the tem perature effects in pho­
toemission spectroscopies appears to be a very complicated problem  for realistic 
calculations. The treatm ent of PES or IP E S  for a realistic lattice w ith  therm al vi­
brations for correlation effects and electron-phonon coupling is extrem ely difficult. 
However, some theoretical approaches have recently been introduced into exploring  
the finite tem perature effects for correlated electron systems^®'^'*. T h e  most fre­
quently used numerical methods for these problems are the Q uantum  M onte Carlo 
(Q M C ) method^®’ ®^ and the exact diagnolization of small systems^^. T h e  Q M C  
method has been used to study the H ubbard  modeP®'^® and does provide some 
insight of static and some dynamical properties at finite temperatures^®'^'*. The  
so-called “negative sign” problem, however, puts severe constraints on the tem per­
ature that can be reached using Q M C  technique in simulations o f the Hubbard  
model away from  half-filling. In  contrast, the exact diagnolization of small clus­
ter systems does not suffer numerical difficulties due to the “negative sign” . I t  can 
provide reliable inform ation about the m any-body effects in strongly correlated sys­
tems since no approximation is applied to  the Ham iltonian. Its  deficiency is that 
only very small systems can be studied using this approach. So fa r the method  
has been essentially restricted to the evaluation of the T = 0  static and dynam ical
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quantities*®.
In  this work, as an attem pt to approach such a complicated problem, we study 
the spectral evolution of both PES and IP E S  at finite temperatures using the ex­
act diagonalization technique. I t  must be noted that the effects due to therm al 
vibration and other phonon related interactions are not considered in this work be­
cause of the difficulties mentioned above. The objective of this work is to provide a 
prelim inary understanding for this problem . W e construct a Hubbard Ham iltonian  
on a generic two-dimensional small cluster w ith  periodic boundary conditions to 
try  to capture the general trend of spectral evolution w ith  increasing tem perature. 
A n almost half-filled state with seven electrons on this eight-site cluster has been 
chosen as the in itial state for the study of PES and IP E S . The energy spectrum of 
this system is first calculated by the exact diagnolization method. The ground state 
and all the lower excited states of the cluster w ith  seven electrons are chosen until a 
clear energy gap is reached. Then we calculate all the spectral density distributions 
of PES and IP ES  for each chosen seven-electron state, and therefore construct a 
set of basis spectra. Finally we calculate the therm al average of spectral distribu­
tions at different temperatures using standard statistical method. T h e  results are 
discussed in a many-body picture.
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V.2. Hamiltonian and M ethod of Calculation 
V.2a. The Model Hamiltonian
The eight-site cluster w ith periodic boundary conditions (P B C ) in  Chapter I I I  is 
used in this work to simulate an infinite system (see Fig. 3 .1 (a )). The Hamiltonian  
to describe the cluster, base on the Hubbard formalism, is defined as
H  =  Chopping +  Hu  (5 .1)
with
■Hhopping — t ^  (5-2)
< i j> < r  { i j ) t r
H u  =  (5 .3 )
where the sum ( i j )  and ( i j )  are over the first and second nearest neighbors re­
spectively. AU the notations are standard in the Hubbard formalism. The factor 
2 in eq. (2 ) is due to the renormalization introduced by the periodical boundary 
conditions (aU the summations in the Ham iltonian are taken over only the sites in 
the cluster).
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V.2b. M ethod of Calculation
A. E xact D iagonalization  M eth od
In  this work, the in itia l state being studied is a nearly half-filled one w ith  seven 
electrons in 16 orbitals (two orbitals per site, one for each spin). T h e  dimension 
of the Ham iltonian is, from a simple com binatorial argument, 16!/(16-7)!7!=11440. 
The large Ham iltonian m atrix  is reduced into many much smaller (w ith  the largest 
one of order 294) Jordan blocks by exploiting the symmetries inherent in the Ham il­
tonian. The m any-body states are first sorted according to the particle number 
and the spin indices. Then they are fu rth er projected according to the irreducible 
reprsentations of the space group of the cluster w ith  PBC*®. These small blocks are 
therefore diagnolized exactly and the eigenstates and the correspoding eigenvalues 
obtained. Similarly, the Ham iltonian m a trix  w ith  six (eight) electrons correspond­
ing to the photoemission (inverse photoemission) final states are reduced from the 
original 8008 x  8008 (12870 x  12870) to  at most of order 192 (296). Then they are 
diagnolized in the same way.
B. C alcu lation  o f th e  P h o to e lec tro n  Spectra
W ith  aU the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the system obtained through the
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exact diagnolization of the H am ilton ian  matrices w ith six, seven, eight electrons, 
we can calculate any correlation functon of interest in the context of small cluster 
approach. In  this work, we focus on the effects of tem perature on the photoelectron 
spectral distribution. Since practically all the photoelectron processes are very fast, 
this approach can provide quite good evaluation of the electronic properties of both 
the occupied and unoccupied states.
T h e  photoemission spectra (P E S ) and inverse photoemission spectra (IP E S ) are 
defined as
FpEs{^,cr) = ^  Ncfc.o-10;
n.fc
N \ \ 2
n ,k
x5{oj +  -  E ^ )  (5 .4 )
x f (w  -  +  E ^ )  (5 .5 )
where [<^^) is the ground state in the subspace of N  electrons w ith  energy , and 
are eigenstates in the subspace of W  ±  1 electrons w ith energies The
operator (c |^ )  destroys (creates) an electron w ith spin a  and composite index 
fc, where k may include orbital and m om entum  indices. The  spin-resolved spectra 
can be added together to obtain the  spin-integrated results.
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The discrete spikes in the calculated spectra, which are characteristic of small- 
cluster calculations, are broadened w ith  Gaussian functions so that the fine spectral 
structures th a t depend on the details o f the cluster size and structure are smoothed 
out. We shall focus attention here on the general trend that is independent of such 
details. T h e  calculated results are checked against the following sum rules:
J  FpEs{'^-,cr)duj =  (5.6)
J  FrpEsioJ,cr)du; =  M  — Ng- (5.7)
where M  is the to ta l number of sites in the cluster and Ng is the to tal number
of electrons w ith  spin <r in the ground state o f the W-electron system. These sum
rules are satisfied in all the reported cases.
C. T em peratu re D ep en d en ce o f th e Spectra
Statistically, the thermal expectation value of a physical quantity  A  at general 
tem perature T  can be given by
N
<  A  > =  Z - *  <  n |e -^ ^ A ln  >  (5.8)
n
N
Z  =  Y . <  n \e -^ ^ \n  >  (5.9)
n
where (5 = \ . /T  (we use kp =  k =  1) and the sum runs over the complete basis set of 
orthonormal wave functions Ire > .
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Through, the exact diagnolization process, we find all the eigenstates >  and 
the correspoding energies Ei- We can therefore express the result in a standard  
way,
<  A  > =  ^  >  / T  (5.10)
t I
We first calculate the individual spectral contribution F<(w, a)  corresponding to the
initial f th  state
=  E I  <  -  E l')  (5 .11)
n ,k
f ü P E : ( w , , )  =  E  I <  I* >  -  EH*' +  B ,") (5 .12)
n ,k
Then we calculate the therm al average of the spectral functions
N N
<  f( ;)fB s (w ,o -) > =  (5.13)
t L
at different temperatures to obtain the dependence of spectral distribution.
I t  must be noted th a t it is unrealistic and unnecessary to include all the in itia l 
states in the calculations. We only choose the ground state and some low-lying  
excited states until a clear energy gap is reached. The higher energy states have 
little  contribution towards the overal spectral distribution at finite tem perature  
since they decay exponentially. Therefore, the calculated results here do represent 
the general features of spectral evolution.
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V.3. Results and Conclusions
In  our calculations, the first nearest neighbor hopping parameter t is chosen as 
the energy unit. T h e  second nearest neighbor hopping param eter p is set to 0.5. We 
consider a strong on-site interaction case of U =10 .0 . Using the exact diagonalization  
method, we obtain all the eigenvalues and eigenstates w ith  six, seven, and eight 
electrons in the cluster. W e found that the ground state of the cluster w ith  seven 
electrons has a seven-fold degeneracy and a to tal 5 - =  1 /2 . The first clear energy 
gap appears between the 24th and 25th state, and therefore the first twenty-four 
lowest states are chosen as the in itial states to be used in the calculation of PES  
and IP ES . AH of these states are degenerate (see Table 5 .1).
We first look at the photoemission spectra. W hen T = 0 .0 ,  the PES is actually  
aU contributed by the seven-fold degenerate ground state. As shown in Fig. 5.1, 
the main peak lies at E = -0 .5 t while the satellite peak near E = 3 .0 t. The spin 
polarization corresponding to the former is very small when compared w ith  that 
of the satellite peak. As the tem perature increases (see Figs. 5.2-4), the overall 
spectral distribution broadens towards the high-energy scale as expected because 
of the contribution of the excited states. I t  should be noticed that the position of 
the main peak remains almost same. I t  is the satellite peak that shifts towards the
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Table 5.1. Energy spectrum of seven-electron state for t= 1 .0 0 , s=0.50, U = 10 .00 .
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high-energy scale. The spin polarization corresponding to  the main peak en- 
hajices dramatically when the tem perature is not zero and increases continuously 
w ith  the temperature to finally  reach a saturated state when T = 0 .5 t .  For the satel- 
Hte peak, the spin polarization varies as the temperature increases, but the overall 
scheme does not change. I t  is also interesting to notice tha t, near the Fermi energy, 
the spin polarization first decreases and then increases again as the temperature  
increases, and finally regain the strength of original ground state case (T = 0 .0 ) .
For inverse photoemission spectra (IP E S ), as shown in Fig. 5.5, the spectrum 
at zero temperature which also is contributed by the many-fold ground state has 
three main peaks at 2.5t, 9 .0 t, and 13.Ot respectively. I t  has interm ediate spin 
polarization at these energies. As the temperature increases (see Figs. 5.6-5.8), 
though the positions of the m ain peaks do not change much and the overall spectral 
distribution remains almost the same, it is obvious that the spectral weight has 
been transferred towards both the lower- and higher-energy scale. This picture is 
quite different from that of PES. The spin polarization of the lowest energy peak 
decreases dramatically and fa il to regain its strength as in the evolution of PES at 
the low energy scale. The spin polarization of the other two higher energy peaks 
increases constantly w ith increasing temperature and reaches the m axim um  value
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when T = 0 .5 t.
T h e  above results for PES and IP E S  can be easily understood in  the m any-body 
picture as the consequence of the therm al population of low-lying excited states. 
These states have different spectral distribution and spin polarization, which are 
gradually m ixed in the calculated spectra as temperature increases. Comparison of 
the calculated results w ith experiment must await further development of the theo­
retical approach to include more realistic aspects o f the interacting electron systems. 
Meanwhile, the reported results should provide some qualitative understanding of 
the effects o f tem perature on the spectral evolution of strongly correlated electron 
systems.
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